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Nova is a collection of timelessly designed chairs. It comes in many versions, 
all equally stylish. Nova has two different back heights, and almost 
everything about it can be varied, from the shell and the frame to fabric and 
armrests. The range of colours, materials and options mean you can 
con�gure your Nova to stand out or blend in. Either way, this chair is 
guaranteed to suit your style. The clean, soft curves and the �rm, slightly 
angled back make Nova an obvious choice for the conference room, 
auditorium, dining room or lounge. Neat and elegant, it’s easy to move and 
stack, not to mention hard-wearing. The almost in�nite possibilities to 
customise Nova to suit your needs, taste and interior design means you will 
get a lot of chair for your money.

Introducing a timeless collection
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Our most popular chair is 
customisable from top to toe. Nova 
has a moulded shell with the shape 
of the back designed for 
comfortable back and lumbar 
support. 

The seat shell comes in two back 
heights, the higher version with a 
slightly rounded top. Your choice of 
shell sets the mood as you choose 
between oak, laminate or different 
ash �nishes. There is also the 

option of having the seat shell fully 
or partly upholstered. There are 
Nova options to suit every taste. 

Enough options for everyone
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One chair, in�nite style
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Mix it up

Nova is a chair with in�nite styling 
options. Combining different shells 
with our range of frames. The 

frames come in a range of designs 
and materials. Four legs, sledge 
base and swivel base. Materials 

include ash, oak, metal and 
chrome. Armrests can be closed or 
open. 
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Frame

Nova armchair with 4 legs Ø16 
mm

Frame and armrests lacquered in 
white (Z4), silver (62), black (52), or 

in chrome (90). 

Nova wood frame Ø16 mm
Frame in natural oak (E5), ash white 
2% (A2) and black-stained ash (AS). 

Metal frame with runners Ø11 mm
Frame lacquered in white (Z4), silver 

(62), black (52), or in chrome (90).

Nova 4 legs without armrests Ø16 
mm

Frame lacquered in white (Z4), silver 
(62), black (52), or in chrome (90). 

Nova with star base 
Model without armrests with black 

star base in plastic.

Nova 4 legs with armrests Ø16 
mm

Frame and armrests lacquered in 
white (Z4), silver (62), black (52), or 

in chrome (90). 
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Shell in wood
Wood shell in natural oak (E5), ash 

white 2% (A2) and black-stained ash 
(AS). 

Shell fully upholstered 
Nova fully upholstered in one or 
two colours (from the same fabric 

family).

Shell in laminate
High pressure laminate in black (FS) 

and white (FV).

Shell with upholstered seat Shell with upholstered seat and 
back

Seat shell, regular back
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Shell in wood
Wood shell in natural oak (E5), ash 

white 2% (A2) and black-stained ash 
(AS). 

Shell fully upholstered 
Nova fully upholstered in one or 
two colours (from the same fabric 

family).

Shell in laminate
High pressure laminate in black (FS) 

and white (FV).

Shell with upholstered seat Shell with upholstered seat and 
back

Seat shell, high back
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Materials

Browse our standard colours and 
materials to cover your Nova chair. 
Nova comes either in wood or 
laminate seat shell, fully 
upholstered, with upholstered seat 
or with upholstered seat and back. 

Wherever you �nd your inspiration, 
we are sure you’ll �nd your perfect 
option.

If you’ve got your heart set on a 
speci�c design, special materials 
and fabrics can be offered on 
request.

Material for shell and frame 
Choose shell in wood or laminate and frame in wood, metal or chrome.

Wood frame

Natural oak

E5
Ash white 2%

A2
Black-stained 

ash

AS

Shell Material options – fabrics and leather

HPL Black

FS
HPL White

FV

Veneer Ash 
white 2%

A2

Veneer 
Black-stained ash

AS

Metal frame

Dark grey
RAL 9007

26
Black

RAL 9005

52
White

 RAL 9016

Z4

Chrome

90

Our range of fabrics and leather can be found on the EFG website.
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Space for thinking big, or small 

Nordic, natural, colourful, industrial or your own unique blend? Colours, shapes, textures and 
materials help you create the perfect atmosphere.
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Article numbers for ordering

Nova wood 
frame

Nova 4 legs 
without 
armrests

Nova 4 legs 
with armrests

Nova 4 legged 
armchair

Metal frame 
with runners

Nova with star 
base

Fully 
upholstered 
– two colours

 NOVH401 NOVH402 NOVH403 NOVH404 NOVH400 NOVH400

 NOVC401 NOVC402 NOVC403 NOVC404 NOVC400 NOVC400

 NOVB401 NOVB402 NOVB403 NOVB404 NOVB400 NOVB400

 NOVD401 NOVD402 NOVD403 NOVD404 NOVD400 NOVD400

 NOVE401 NOVE402 NOVE403 NOVE404 NOVE400 NOVE400

 NOVA401 NOVA402 NOVA403 NOVA404 NOVA400 NOVA400

LaminateWoodUpholstered 
seat and back

Fully 
upholstered 
– one colour

Upholstered 
seat
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Fully 
upholstered 
– two colours

 LNOVH401 LNOVH402 LNOVH403 LNOVH404 LNOVH400 LNOVH400

 LNOVC401 LNOVC402 LNOVC403 LNOVC404 LNOVC400 LNOVC400

 LNOVB401 LNOVB402 LNOVB403 LNOVB404 LNOVB400 LNOVB400

 LNOVD401 LNOVD402 LNOVD403 LNOVD404 LNOVD400 LNOVD400

 LNOVE401 LNOVE402 LNOVE403 LNOVE404 LNOVE400 LNOVE400

 LNOVA401 LNOVA402 LNOVA403 LNOVA404 LNOVA400 LNOVA400

Fully 
upholstered 
– one colour

LaminateWoodUpholstered 
seat and back

Upholstered 
seat
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A green chair

The Nova manufacturing process is 
green, every step of the way from 
raw material to �nished piece of 
furniture. The wooden parts of your 
Nova chair are made from 
FSC®-certi�ed wood, which means 
they are manufactured responsibly, 
respecting the forest and social 
issues. The chair complies with the 
Nordic Swan Ecolabel’s criteria for 
raw materials such as wood, metal, 
stuf�ng, plastic and also chemicals. 

Nova has been declared compliant 
with and approved under 
Möbelfakta criteria on quality, the 
environment and social 
responsibility.

At EFG we are constantly striving to 
minimise our environmental 
footprint and to use energy and 
resources as ef�ciently as possible. 
We set high standards for ourselves 
and our suppliers when it comes to 

the environment and working 
conditions. We take care in 
choosing materials that ful�l current 
ecolabelling criteria. We have 
ambitious environmental objectives 
and constantly monitor them to 
improve our processes. Read more 
about EFG’s work on sustainability 
in our sustainability report. 

Our FSC licence number is FSC-C009111, www.fsc.org
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